
Alex Chao-pre SSC
(some stories when he was young)

Ron and Alex working together:  Laser Acceleration Workshop and 7 
months in 1984



This is what he looks like
Not Bad for an old guy.
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Stony Brook 1970s

• Alex Graduated in 1974:   Ph.D. with C. N. Yang
• Worked with Ernest Courant that last year…

• I came to Stony Brook 1976
• Electrodynamics with Ernest Courant
• Quantum Mechanics with Gerry Brown
• Field theory—C.N. Yang  

• 1977 entering Student party—Yang’s presentation about alternate careers 
in physics—example Alex Chao—no one listened—except me.

• So I started working with Ernest Courant
• Polarized Beams
• Transverse Instabilities (TMCI etc) 
• Nonlinear Dynamics ‘training’
• Pushed away from computers towards analytic work.

Ernest Courant had an 
enormous influence
on both Alex and Ron



Meeting Alex
• Polarized Beams Chicago 1978

• I was just starting with Ernest, working on 
Polarized proton beams

• Alex was already famous, working on 
polarization in electron beams

• Met him, but he basically only paid 
attention to me because I was Ernest’s 
student.

• At PAC 1981 I got a talk on part of my 
dissertation work—Alex was there

• What I learned?
• Don’t ever, ever drink with Alex Chao and 

Juinn Ming Wang



Getting my first job (1981)

• Interviewed all over the world, (actually got several offers!)

• The worst one was from SLAC.
• Interviewed with Phil Morton and Alex Chao

• Passed the “test”

• Went to LBL (81-82, 83-84)
• Worked with Jackson Lasslet—developed Canonical integration for him.

• Sent to Los Alamos Laser Acceleration Conference (Paul Channel)

• Alex and I were in the ‘Media’ working group.



Ruth-Chao first work
• Tajima-Dawson 

• Beat Wave plasma Accelerator

• Workshop on Laser Acceleration of Particles 
Los Alamos 1982?

• Andy Sessler media working group
• Much talk about ‘trapping’ in Plasma wave
• Why trap we asked, just inject a beam v=c.

• Riding back on the plane, Alex one row 
behind me. 

• Ron vs Alex—Race to do the trapping 
calculation before the plane landed. (New 
Mexico to SFO)
• Actually didn’t discuss our approach, just started
• Both of us finished:  Officially a ‘tie’ (I won ☺)
• Approached from Accelerator physics point of 

view
• Hamiltonian vs Diff Eq.



Laser-driven Plasma Accelerator: Straightforward 
Accelerator Physics calculation

• Linear plasma wave

• Driven by the beating of two lasers 
yields a phase velocity less the c, 
beat freq = plasma freq.

• So just write down the Hamiltonian 
for motion of the particles in the 
plasma and see what happens

• Notice that we use Hamiltonian 
plus canonical transformation,

• …Ron’s approach…☺ Learned from 
Ernest Courant



Change Coordinates, Canonically, yields invariant

Trapping=>



Drive with a beat wave at the plasma Freq.
Resonant growth
• So using H again, and averaging 

get the ponderomotive potential

• Put into linear plasma equation, 
note inhomogeneous driving 
term.

• Amplitude grows linearly, of 
course.

• Can calculate everything now, in 
this approximation.



Even got to parameter sets!!

• 1 GeV/m set

• 5 GeV/m set

• We were more humble than the 
plasma folks who were talking 
about 100 GeV/m!

• It was so much fun and quick to 
do.

• My ‘first contact’ with Alex.

• We became comfortable with 
the plasma physics model.

• I like to think that this is perhaps 
the time during which Alex 
contemplated working with me 
at some point at SLAC.

• I’m not sure about that.

• This laid the foundation for my 
coming to SLAC in 1984 after a 
stint at CERN working on LEP, …



We will return to plasmas, but first..

• After I got back from CERN (82-83)
• LEP TMCI
• Reactive feedback in Two-Particle model
• 4th order Symplectic Integration
• Polarized beam stuff.

• Alex stole me away from LBL fair and 
square 

• Matt Allen hired me into Alex’s ‘Beam 
Dynamics’ group. (2/1/1984)

• Alex suggested we do coherent beam 
beam together.

• “Can you have it done tomorrow?”



So once again plasma effects but relativistic 
electron beam plasma
• So we wrote down the Vlasov

Equation, linearized it
• Found the force for flat beam 

collisions.

• Used sum and difference modes
• Linearized force
• Used water bag model
• 2 days later we had the problem 

set up.
• Alex was upset that I was so slow.



So we converted to infinite number of modes

• I had programed only a bit in 
fortran, but enough to get by.

• Use ‘Reduce’ to find the fourth 
order symplectic Integration 
method.

• But…it is not my strength.

• Alex and I discussed how to do 
this, ‘how long will this take you’

• I will give you 3 days…

• (I think he wanted 5 days total)



Alex was pretty confident I would fail…

• My attitude was…I didn’t know 
what the rush was, but I would 
show him…

•Three days later=>
• This was our first collaboration 

and it was different from the 
Beat wave plasma analysis.  

• I was pushing that one.

• Now, I was on Alex’s turf and he 
was boss!



Time elapsed…but not much

• Alex pushed me to do something different

• Sent me to do shifts at SPEAR, to get some hands on experience and 
get my head out of the Vlasov Equation.

• Think about acceleration.

• Think about linear colliders.

• Don’t do a chromaticity correction!!!

• Then we found out about Pisin Chen et al. work on using an electron 
beam to drive a plasma wave….

• Well, that sounded like fun to me!



Plasma Wake Field—use e beam to drive!

• Pisin Chen, et al, 

• Pisin shared his work with us 
and came to slac.

• But we couldn’t understand his 
paper

• So we decided to put this 
method on an equal footing with 
the beat wave driven method.



Ron pushed this time.

• So we did some plasma physics 
again, but this time I was the 
pusher.

• Made rapid progress and bugged 
Alex to help, which he did, a lot!

• Linearized, really simple result!



Solving is easy



Pushed the Plasma Wakefield model

• Beam loading

• Transformer ratio

• Focusing 

• Efficiency

• Phase slippage

• Transverse variation of Acc.

• Parameters set

• 1 GeV/m

• Etc.

• But…



Back to work on real accelerators

• Alex and I retreated back to ‘real’ accelerators,

• But the rest of the world, including Bob Siemann’s group at SLAC and 
UCLA collaborators got busy.





Back to 1984:
I had been at SLAC a few months by then
• One day Alex came by and told me he was going to the SSC design group, in 

Berkeley, my previous spot.  I believe he said Oct  1984.

• After having so much fun…I was a bit disappointed (pissed off)

• Believe it or not, he had the temerity to invite me to ‘go back’ to Berkeley.

• I didn’t consider it for one minute. (house, new baby, liked SLAC!)

• We had only worked closely together, back and forth, in those early days 
for a few months, but it was exciting and wonderful to have a collaborator 
who was so easy to work with.

• After SSC was cancelled, I ‘forgave’ Alex for leaving, and worked hard to get 
him back to SLAC… where we are today!



So Alex…
•Thanks!

•For Bringing me to SLAC
•For your early guidance
•For the fun times.
•For forcing me to ‘grow up’ by leaving slac

•Congratulations on a career well 
spent.


